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1. Party



Example:

A telephone utility’s customers may be 

individuals or businesses. Many aspects 

of dealing with customers are the same, 

in which case they are treated as 

parties. Where they differ they are 

treated through their subtype







Party Pattern



Put any behaviror that is common to 

people and organizational units on 

Party, only put things particular to one 

or the other on the subtype

When you put behavior on the subtype, 

think about whether it makes sense on 

the supertype



When to use it

when you have people and 

organizations in your model and you 

see common behavior

when you don’t need to distinguish 

between people and organizations. In 

this case it’s useful just to define a party 

class and not to provide the subtypes



Main Point

The main point of this pattern is to look 

for it to see if you have common 

behavior, and if so to use the name 

Party for that supertype. 

The name has become quite widely

used these days, so choosing that 

name helps in communication



2. Organization 

Hierarchy



Example

Imagine a company where people work 

in departments, which are organized 

into divisions. 



An explicit, and obvious,organizational 

structure.

each part of the structure is a separate 

class.



Disadvantages

They don’t work well if there is much 

common behavior between the kinds of 

organization.

Add regions between divisions and 

departments?



Solution

Making a supertype for the organization



Organization hierarchy 

Pattern





The organization hierarchy works best 

when you don’t have much different 

behavior between the organization 

sructures

It also allows you to stay very flexible if 

new kinds of organizations appear.



When to use it

Hierarchic

 because the pattern handles a hierarchy 

not anything more complex.If your needs 

are more complicated you can tweak the 

pattern or use Accountability

Affects the software

 you only need to capture the corporate 

organization if it really affects what you are 

doing



Sample Implementation











3. Variation: Subtypes 

for Levels



Variation: Subtypes for Levels





Sample Implementation





4. Aggregating Attribute

the head company, the sales division, 

and the Boston sales group all use US 

dollars as their accounting currency.



Aggregating Attribute



When to use it

The key question to ask is whether a 

change in a value for a parent should 

affect all the children. 

 If the parent provides a default which is 

adopted by a child but subsequent 

changes to the parent do not change 

children with the same value, then that’s 

not Aggregating Attribute 



Sample Implementation





5. Accountability 



.1 Party Further

a supertype between the organization 

and person





A hierarchy on Party



.2 different relationships

between parties



regional vs functional management

 Sales in the London office  have sales as 

its functional parent 

 Sales in the London office have the 

London office as its regional parent





If you are dealing with an organization 

with a single hierarchy, or even a 

couple, then Organization Hierarchy is 

the simplest way to deal with things. 

However larger organizations grow 

beyond this. 



Organization Structures



Organization Structures





.3 Accountability

Accountabilities represent the most 

powerful, and also the most complex 

way of dealing with organizational 

strucutres.





Accountability





The previous problem

 BostonSales as a child of NewEngland 

under the regional sturcture and a child of 

Sales under the functional structure







When to use it

Use Accountability when you need to 

show organizational structures but 

Organization Hierarchy won’t suffice.

Accountability is a good bit more 

complicated to use than Organization 

Hierarchy, so don’t use it until you need 

it. 



Sample Code



Code:  Accountability







Code:  Party







you often need to carry out navigation 

along a single accountability type







6. Accountability 

Knowledge Level



责任类型比组织结构类型多得多，其规
则更加复杂

引入知识级来管理









Add Connection Rules

 Connection rules provide a simple yet very 

flexible form of knowledge level. 

 Each accountability type contains a group 

of connection rules each of which defines 

one legal pairing of parent and child party 

types. 







Exercise

two accountability types

 The appointment accountability type allows 

consultants and doctors to be appointed to 

hospitals. 

 The patient care accountability type 

records consultants' responsibility towards 

patient













Rules





Add rules to the accountability type





Object Diagram？



Interaction-- validation

static





The accountability type can now check 

the parent and the child through the 

connection rules.







Party Type 

Generalizations





Hierarchic 

Accountability Type





Levelled Accountability Type

An example of this is a regional 

breakdown where national parties have 

children that are states, which have 

children that are counties, that have 

children that have cities.



Levelled Accountability 

Type










